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01-17-2011 The Extortion Buster POST:
It appears that since 2004 Erminio Kotlar has realized the difference between a pyramid scheme and legal 
network marketing. He has no convictions, is a company director under his own name and Carbon Central 
Network offers a legal and legitimate product.
A man as smart as Erminio is unlikely to use his own name in ASIC and other Australian government 
registrations if there was something dodgy in CCN. On examining the opportunity the product (Carbon Credits) 
is an essential part of CCN membership therefore could not be construed as a pyramid scheme. 
To understand why Carbon Credits are a product please read this article:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_credit

01-17-2011 JUNGLE HUNTER REPLY: 
Uh huh. That must be it. He finally saw the light after running scam after scam for the last 20 
years. lol
If you look you'll see quite a few more that he has run since, a number of which had numbers 
and he was a named in them as well just like he was named in LifeWealth8. 
Carbon credits (as dodgy as they are in many respects) are products. As are many other things 
like oil, gold, real estate, Forex, etc., that regularly are used as the basis for such scams. (The 
Quatro pyramid scam is claiming to be making green oil too btw. Think that's real? lol) 
The difference is that CCN isn't actually doing any real open market trading. They're only doing 
so on their own trading platform that you buy into when you purchase credits from them. 
Effectively the same design as the virtual stock market scam that they ran. 
Show me that you can sell these credits and that they have some value other than on their own 
network and then you might have some beginning basis for an argument; otherwise, it's just 
another variation of turning your real money into virtual money like ad packs, Asterios, bank 
shares, etc 

SOURCE: 
http://www.talkgold.com/forum/showthread.php?t=309304&page=2&s=a0a05c4ffbd74a89563c9da6a2749162
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